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ABSTRACT

Using publicly uploaded videos of the Waymo and Tesla FSD self-driving cars, this paper documents how self-driving vehicles still struggle with some basics of road interaction. To drive safely self-driving cars need to interact in traffic with other road users. Yet traffic is a complex, long established social domain. We focus on one core element of road interaction: when road users yield for each other. Yielding – slowing down for others in traffic – involves communication between different road users to decide who will ‘go’ and who will ‘yield’. Videos of the Waymo and Tesla FSD self-driving cars show how these systems fail to both yield for others, as well as failing to go when yielded to. In discussion, we explore how these ‘problems’ illustrate both the complexity of designing for road interaction, but also how the space of physical machine/human social interactions more broadly can be designed for.

1 INTRODUCTION

At a huge cost - and massive engineering effort - companies such as Waymo and Cruise have launched robot-taxi services that drive passengers around areas of the US [22] and self-driving systems - such as Tesla’s FSD (“Full self-driving”) – have been rolled out to volunteer drivers in the US and Canada. While there are many media reports of the success, or otherwise [56, 57], of these systems, their actual performance is a closely guarded commercial secret. Self-driving cars introduce a host of HCI issues, such as how drivers might control or monitor self-driving systems [6], the challenge of designing the handover between autonomous and human control [74], attitudes towards self-driving vehicles [27] and ways of designing an external interface for road interaction [40]. Perhaps most tricky of all, self-driving cars must interact in traffic with other road users in a way that is understandable [19, 62]. Other road users might not know they are interacting with a self-driving car, but they still need to be able to make sense of the motion of a self-driving vehicle to avoid confusions and even collisions.

In this paper we analyse third-party recordings of self-driving cars in traffic, obtained from the YouTube video sharing website. These ‘in the wild’ videos, uploaded by drivers and passengers, offer a distinctive perspective on how autonomous driving is developing on the road and being responded to by other road users. These videos give us early access to the road as a human/machine interaction space - something of a new genre of interaction for HCI. They also allow us to understand some of the challenges that self-driving cars will face in their interactions with other road users. For this paper we define and focus on a very basic interaction that is common in traffic: yielding for other road users. Yielding – achieved by (for example) slowing down – involves communication between different road users to decide who will ‘go’ and who will ‘yield’. For analytic purposes, yielding is a simple, almost fundamental, traffic interaction, providing us a relatively straightforward unit through which we can study how self-driving cars can interact with other road users.

We analysed a corpus of over 16 hours of driving, developing a closer analysis of a small set of examples, which we document here. We present four incidents in particular where self-driving cars ‘yield’ while in traffic with other human drivers and pedestrians. This lets us explore how even a simple operation like yielding contains a surprising amount of subtlety. In discussion, we explore the ‘problems’ that self-driving cars have with yielding, and the importance of social interaction for safe driving. We will discuss something of what is needed for smooth physical interactions in busy human occupied spaces more broadly. Stopping can be done ‘in the wrong way’, and just as seriously, others’ stops can be misunderstood (or not really understood at all). This offers lessons for social robotics, as well as research on self-driving cars, and how to improve the design of physical social interaction.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Autonomous vehicles

In recent years, commercial and academic interest in autonomous driving has grown massively, drawing on advances in machine learning and computer vision, along with large industrial investments into autonomous vehicle development [2, 21]. Recent work has engaged with problems such as challenges in image recognition [73], the role of machine learning in understanding road terrain [72], as well as discussions of the socio-economic impacts and challenges these systems provoke [51]. It is important to note that while there has been impressive progress [48], significant challenges remain on basic tasks—such as using vision to locate a car [9]. Chris Urmson,
One of the founders of the Google Self-Driving project, recently acknowledged that self-driving cars will likely appear gradually "over the next 30 to 50 years" [21]. It is likely then that the development of these vehicles will remain a long-term technical challenge [52].

Autonomous vehicles also present a range of human-centred challenges, and this has been a major focus of work in the automotive UI domain. While research initially focused on the inside of autonomous vehicles, for example interface issues such as how to manage handovers between the human driver and autonomous car [75], more recently interactions between autonomous vehicles and other road users has come into focus. In particular, a series of experiments have explored external human machine interfaces (eHMIs) - typically using lights and sounds to communicate an autonomous vehicle’s intent to other road users [40, 46, 49]. For example, Mahadevan et al explored a range of different interfaces to communicate vehicle intent [49]; other researchers have explored how specific vehicles, such as trucks, can signal that they are, for example, making a delivery [11]. Merat [54] looked at how pedestrians make sense of cars at junctions, and how systems could assess the assertiveness of different pedestrians. Indeed, pedestrians generally have been a challenging topic as systems struggle to understand complex actions (such as children getting out of a car [29]). Recently at CHI, Fass, Kao and Baumann [25] documented using eHMI for cars communicating specifically with pedestrians.

Yielding has also been a recent topic for eHMI work [10, 18], such as Kong et al’s work documenting the different patterns in ‘failed’ and ‘successful’ yield interactions [41]. More broadly, Markkula et al conceptual framing [50] provides an overview of the problem of managing space and co-presence amongst vehicles.

While eHMI interfaces are a form of explicit communication, communication through movement is also hugely important. This has been characterized as “implicit interaction” – how systems communicate implicitly through their movement in space [38]. This is particularly a challenge in designing driver-assisted and self-driving cars, in that these vehicles must move around, and interact with other road users at speed. As Risto et al summarise: "[an] understanding of the effect and importance of movement gestures in day-to-day traffic interactions is needed for developers of autonomous vehicles” [66] (see also [1, 13, 62]). This work connects to work within human-robot interaction concerning how robots can yield to humans [35] (such as through 'backing off' [64]).

### 2.2 Interactional studies of driving

Recent research [4, 14] has documented the ‘sociability of traffic’ – the taken for granted order that makes public space effective and safe. This work has shown how even momentary interactions between unacquainted road users at speed are social. As self-driving cars enter these situations, there is the potential for disruption, conflict and danger through miscommunication. Systems will need to both understand the movements of others, but also understand how their own movements will be seen by others [4, 24, 38, 39].

Within sociology, interest in communication on the road has focused on interaction within the car, such as talk between drivers and passengers where the journey provided a context and resource [17, 45]. A series of recent articles have turned their attention more on driving, such as how decision-making about routes is accomplished [30, 44]. This led to increased interest in driving itself as a skill, with a number of studies examining driving lessons and driver training [4, 13, 15, 55, 59]. This work examines how instructors often formulate explicitly how student drivers should act in order to communicate with others, while also explaining the communicative actions of others in ordinary road situations. From these training studies a series of elements are marked out as central in the recognition of what drivers and other road users are doing. Firstly, the semiotics of the road environment itself with its road markings, signs, lights, engineered features (e.g. roundabouts, bridges etc.). Secondly, the ongoing display of current actions, intended next actions and projects. Thirdly, action-response sequences that allow for requests, offers, refusals, mistakes and reprimands. Particular actions might be marked by the flashing of headlights or not moving the vehicle forward and thereby opening up a gap ahead as an offer for another vehicle.

While useful, this work has only engaged in passing with the design problems of self-driving vehicles. So while there is a work on designing self-driving cars’ interactions in traffic, this work has focused mostly on explicit interaction, and in turn the papers that have looked closely at implicit road communication have not explicitly considered the design of self-driving systems. Work by our extended authorship team addresses some aspects of this. Brown and Laurier’s 2017 paper [6] focuses on ‘co-driving’ - where cars take over some functions of driving but rely upon monitoring work done by their human drivers. Similar to this paper, that work draws upon publicly available videos to understand how interaction in traffic happens, although with an earlier generation of self-driving vehicles (as this data was from 2016). They conclude that the “nature of driving is reconfigured through allowing the autopilot to undertake simple tasks as a co-pilot”. In more recent work, Brown, Laurier and Vinkhuyzen use both in-car and street-side recordings to develop a library of road interactions for self-driving car design [7]. They discuss five basic movements: gaps, speed, position, indicating and stopping, and how together these can be combined to make and accept offers, show urgency, make requests and display preferences.

### 2.3 Public online videos as a data source

Online collections of third-party video provide an interesting new source of data on interaction and the use of new technologies across an array of settings (e.g. unboxing new products, tutorials, trials etc.). YouTube now forms the world’s largest repository of third party video, though care should be exercised over how its videos are searched for, organised and re-used [38]. A number of papers at CHI have drawn upon YouTube data [9,32] as a resource for understanding ordinary interactions with technology. In the social sciences, YouTube data fits well with established conventions of using secondary data and connects with recent initiatives to collect large scale qualitative data sets.

Collecting and analysing third party recordings is a rapid method for obtaining early adopters’ perspective and user reports. Indeed, third parties videos can provide access to events, and a diversity of events, which planned data collection would find almost impossible to capture. Third party video collected from online sources has been...
used previously to study policing practices [37], inter-generational communication [32], argumentative communication [65] and mobile device use [36]. Using the YouTube videos of self-driving car drivers or passengers to study traffic does mean a loss of control compared to methods such as equipping drivers with cameras (e.g. [6]). Videos recorded from inside a self-driving vehicle also have inherent limitations, as they do not provide access to the viewpoint of other drivers or road users, and so (for example) we cannot know if other road users are aware they are encountering a self-driving vehicle. However using YouTube recordings has clear advantages in terms of scope, access, diversity and availability.

3 DATA

Drawing on the approach laid out in Brown and Laurier’s paper [6], we turned to YouTube as a resource for obtaining data on self-driving cars. Most self-driving systems that are being tested have YouTube videos of varying quality and quantity - including GM’s Cruise, Baidu’s Alpha and Pony.AI. Yet in terms of videos materials available online two companies stand out: Waymo and Tesla.

Waymo has clearly one of the most advanced self-driving systems, and is one of the few companies to run an open access robot-taxi safety-driver free service in Chandler, a suburb of Phoenix. By now, Waymo’s ‘robotaxis’ have covered millions of miles on public roads, at all hours of the day, without major accident, a very impressive feat. However, the environment in Chandler is perhaps one particularly suited to autonomous driving, as it is a modern American suburb designed for driving, with wide and well-marked roads, little in the way of problematic weather, and few pedestrians or bicyclists. Waymo has now expanded its testing to several other cities, but usually with safety drivers behind the wheel [23]. Having a service open to the public means that there is considerable video data online of the Waymo car in use as a robotaxi. While we have reviewed other creators videos of Waymo drives, for this paper we will rely on the videos posted by one Waymo passenger in Chandler, JJ Ricks, who has recorded and uploaded 70 or so videos from journeys with the Waymo self-driving cars. These videos feature long, unedited recordings of the Waymo robotaxi navigating, with multiple cameras, usually one pointed out the front window and one pointed at the screen that visualizes parts of the internal state of the software. This produces a collection of videos which fit well with our research purposes to analyse the performance in a wide variety of situations.

Tesla is taking an alternative approach; at the time of writing this paper they have allowed around 100,000 US and Canadian based drivers access to their “Full self-driving” (FSD) beta software. To select these drivers, Tesla scores their customers’ manual driving and picks only ‘safe’ drivers—those who score high enough—to test the software. Tesla customers have tested the FSD software in their electric vehicles in a wide variety of environments, including rain and snow, busy downtowns, as well as country roads. Tesla captures the logs of the drives when beta tester drives use FSD – gaining access to the software explicitly involves a user enrolling in the ‘beta test’ and providing data to Tesla - and applies machine learning to the data improve the software.

Capitalizing on the keen public interest in self-driving cars, a number of beta drivers record their FSD drives and post them on YouTube. Many of these videos feature relatively long recordings of drives, and to evaluate the software ‘scientifically’ a number of uploaders repeat the same drive every time a new version of the software comes out. While these videos can be revealing, most of them are taken in a suburban US road environments and only a few test the car in more challenging city environments. The video materials can be very sophisticated. One notable creator, Chuck Cook, has recorded hundreds of cases of the FSD software attempting a particularly difficult left turn across multiple lanes of traffic, even using a drone to provide a stable ‘overhead’ view of the intersection that he synchronises with his in-car video and commentary. In one tweet, Elon Musk (CEO of Tesla) mentioned that the latest release of the beta software should be better at what he called “Chuck’s corner” – referring to this left turn [12]. In response to Chuck’s videos, Tesla had sent test drivers to that specific corner (and others nearby) to tweak the software so that the next version could better handle the challenging unprotected left turn. In this way YouTube content creators have become an integral part of the actual development of the Tesla’s self-driving software. While this is a testament to the seriousness of the testing undertaken by Chuck and others, it also points out that these videos are made for a specific purpose and should not be taken to be a neutral rendering of what happens or would happen ‘in the wild’. Nevertheless the quality of the video materials is often very good, and excellent data for empirical investigations of self-driving car behavior on the road.

4 METHOD

As researchers with an ethnomethodological perspective on activity [28, 34], we wanted to take an approach that documented the ‘seen but un-noticed’ aspects of driving interaction. As in related work in HCI these findings often have interesting implications for design [34]. Our approach in particular was informed by the longstanding tradition of work within HCI and CSCW that uses video to look closely at the moment-by-moment interaction with technology [8, 26, 33]. We also draw heavily on the long history of conversation analysis as an approach to understanding human interaction. This work has pioneered looking at interaction in terms of sequences of action, with an intense focus on small sections of data in an attempt to provide a ‘deep’ rather than ‘broad’ or summary analysis of the phenomena.

We should emphasise that we are not attempting to evaluate either system in any sort of direct way. Instead we wish to understand what ‘road interaction with self-driving-cars’ is, as a human computer interaction research topic, and in particular what challenges are outstanding in designing self-driving cars. We started by building a corpus of video data of both the Waymo and Tesla self-driving tests. We downloaded all the JJ Ricks test videos, 70 videos of around 15 minutes each, with a total runtime of over 18 hours. We choose JJ Ricks because of the relatively long and unedited nature of his videos, that provide us access (mostly) to the whole ride for the rides he records, allowing us unedited access to the behaviour of the Waymo car.

Dividing the videos amongst the authors we watched each video, extracting incidents from the videos focusing on cases of road interactions between the Waymo and other people. From these
we selected a collection of 40 interaction 'highlights' - looking for cases where the interaction seemed noteworthy - either because something went wrong, or an interaction was particularly smooth, or cases that seemed particularly unusual or typical.

With the Tesla FSD videos we selected five FSD YouTube uploaders (Dirty Tesla, Whole Mars Catalog, AI Drivr, Chuck Cook and Kim Paquette) who recorded and uploaded relatively un-edited drives with FSD, with particular interest in those videos with traffic interactions. From this we downloaded around three months of their most recent videos, and after further group analysis we selected a smaller selection of 12 videos for more intense analysis, with each of these drives being around 20 minutes. Again, from this we selected clips where the road interactions were smooth, problematic, or seemed unusual or typical. The fragments were analysed in group data sessions [33]. Our analysis took the form of the application of a formal method, but a more crafted set of analysis sessions and informed inspection of clips. Each extract was thus looked at as an individual, unique incident – but also inspected for exemplifying patterns that we could extrapolate to understand road interaction more broadly. Our analytic approach builds on earlier analyses of how drivers co-ordinate and manage their driving with each other [5, 13] and on Watson’s [76] studies of specialized forms of driving.

For this paper we focused on one road maneuver in particular - yielding - and went back to our broader collection to extract a smaller collection of about 20 'yield' incidents from the Tesla and Waymo data. We then re-analysed these clips drawing both on the literature on yielding in traffic, and through comparisons between the different clips and our observations of self-driving behaviour more broadly.

Ultimately we selected four clips that illustrate both how the Waymo and Tesla drive, some of the problems they encounter, as well as how they can both drive successfully for much of the time. These clips give a schematic overview of our broader dataset, but we also selected these clips to display some of the more distinctive aspects of road interaction. The clips presented below are only a small selection of all the videos those we analysed for this paper. During our analysis we became particularly interested in the issue of self-driving cars stopping in traffic - it seemed as if self-driving cars stopped in a different manner than human drivers. Drawing on the previous literature on road interaction we identified this as an issue with yielding, and this became the organising theme for the data we will look at here. Yielding to another road user can appear a deceptively simple element of driving. Yielding is a basic operation on the road, where one road user indicates, slows, holds back or stops, communicating to another road user that they can go. Haddington and Rauniomaa discuss how ‘road users communicate and negotiate their spatial copresence and mobile trajectories by designing their mobile actions so that they are recognizable to other road users as doing yielding.” [31] In Haddington and Rauniomaa’s account yielding can make use of mutual gaze and gestures between road users:

“When road users are within each other’s visual range they may draw on mutual gaze and gestures that are typical to face-to-face interaction, [a] driver tries to communicate that he is offering space to the second car waiting at the intersection. […] The two vehicular units can thus be interpreted as both offering space—one yielding and one offering space as a form of traffic civility—and they negotiate which one of them is going to take up the offer and enter into the available space in front of them.”[31]

Yielding is a social action – collaboratively achieved between road users who yield and road users who go. So yielding has two parts – a yield and a go. Accomplishing this pair on the road usually involves some sort of communication between the different road users – such as slowing, stopping, or alternatively accelerating, maintaining speed or changing trajectory. As we will see this simple operation can have some surprising complexity – such as multiple road users yielding or going, with different ways of communicating the ‘yield’ or ‘go’. We can contrast yielding with halting in traffic – for example an emergency stop where the car stops to avoid a collision. A halt is not primarily communicative (although it has that role too) - the goal is to stop moving the car.

We discuss four examples of the Waymo and Tesla cars yielding. These clips build upon each other to produce an understanding of yielding as part of road interaction, and machine/human interaction on the road. In our first clip we look at a Waymo car (and passenger) interacting with pedestrians, in our second we look at a Waymo partially producing a 'yield' to another road user, in the third clip we look at a Tesla car (and driver) yield to a pedestrian, and lastly we look at a case of a Tesla failing to 'go', not taking its proper turn at a four way stop intersection.

5 RESULTS

For much of our data both the Tesla FSD and the Waymo cars drive without any noticeable problems, navigating different junctions and traffic with other drivers. However, clearly both these systems cannot yet drive without external support (be that remote or in-car). In the Waymo dataset of around seventy rides there are three interventions where the system disengages from driving, or gets stuck in some way. In one notable case, the Waymo stops and gets stuck in the middle of a busy road and has to be retrieved by Waymo support. The Tesla FSD software, although it is developing quickly, is much less robust with a disengagement or driver take over roughly every 15 minutes or so. While the content creators for the Tesla videos are broadly supportive of Tesla’s efforts - as the titles of the videos suggest (“Perfect 19 minute drive with no human input”; “Amazing Breaking for Pedestrians”) at the time of writing the Tesla FSD system still has some way to go before it is anywhere near human driving performance.

5.1 Failing to yield: ‘Sorry self-driving car’

In our first example (figure 1), a Waymo self-driving taxi approaches an intersection where it plans to turn right. Our YouTuber (JJ Ricks) is sitting in the back of the taxi, and there is no safety driver in the front, while JJ records video from the back seat. Ahead a group of three adults with two small children on toy cars are approaching the edge of a sidewalk. The family (we assume) is spread out, with two adults in front with the two children and a second adult walking a bit behind wearing a red shirt. As the car passes, the adult wearing
A family are getting ready to cross the road. As the car approaches the junction it decelerates.

As the car is about to stop the mother holds her hand out to stop the children, and the father raises his hand and beckons the car to pass.

Eleven seconds pass without the car moving with the whole family staring at the car. The passenger opens the window…

"Sorry! Self Driving Car"

The mother starts to cross but stops as the car starts moving again.

"Oh now its going... Yea we'll just wait"

The car stops, then starts moving again. The passenger says out the window:

"It sees you, so no worries there"

The car takes the corner, 30 seconds after the interaction had started.

Waymo continues on its way...

During this brief encounter between the robotaxi and the family, there are multiple moments of misalignment. When the father waves on the approaching car, the vehicle slows down instead. The mother then waves too, reinforcing the gesture, but the car comes to a complete stop. The mother turns her focus from the children towards the Waymo car and also waves it on. The children now also turn to the car, and the whole family watches as the Waymo comes to a complete stop.

The family waits (the mother crosses her arms and steps back on the curb, executing a canonical waiting gesture). The Robotaxi moves forward a little, but then comes to a stop once more. At this point, around 11 seconds have passed from the father and then mother gesturing to the car, but the car is not moving, and the passenger (JJRicks) rolls down the window and says: "Sorry self-driving car".

The mother then moves to cross and steps off the curb, but just then the Waymo starts to move also, so she abandons her crossing and steps back to the curb and says "Oh now it's going. Yea, I'll just wait," withdrawing from the interaction. The car then accelerates slowly, and JJRicks again speaks out the window to the family: “It sees you, so there’s no worries about that”. The Waymo finally makes the right turn and continues on its way.

The initial problem here is that the car does not respond to the family’s yield, implemented by stopping at the edge of the curb and then waving the Waymo on. The timing of the gesture is after the family has stopped, and may have been touched off by the father noticing that the Waymo was slowing down. While the family continues to wait at the curb, it is noteworthy that the passenger himself realizes the misalignment between his vehicle and the

Figure 1: Waymo car and passenger interact with pedestrians. In our figures we have used a comic book visualisation for transcribing the unfolding activity [42]. Video from JJ Ricks YouTube channel, 22 October 2020
pedestrians, and his comment “Sorry, self-driving car” would appear to be an attempt to account for the errant driving. However, the misalignments continue. Just after his apology for the car’s behavior the mother starts to cross and the car accelerates at the same time, so she quickly retreats to the safety of the curb.

Again, drawing on Haddington and Rauniomaa there are two parts of a yield – first the offer: “a mobile action (e.g., slowing down) that is recognizably offering space”, followed by a second pair part that responds to the first - “the recipient’s use of the offered space”. These two parts produce “a fleeting and momentary orientational framework, that is, an ‘interactional space between road users’ [58] – one that is achieved “by positioning, velocity, and various multi-modal resources, such as gestures, gaze, or car technology.” [ibid]. Two actions pair together and produce a joint activity – yielding and going. The car here repeatedly fails to produce the appropriate second pair part (either going or yielding) that would enable joint activity to be produced. The pedestrians wave to the car and stop – offering a space, yet the car just stops. Both the pedestrians stopping, and the wave acts as an offer – yielding to the car. But in response to this the car stops, not the appropriate second pair part. This leaves the situation in a condition of uncertainty and confusion. Should the pedestrians go? Is the car now yielding for them? At this point the car stopping could act as a different offer – it could be the ‘first pair part’ - the car will stop and yield to the pedestrians crossing the road. But even after this the car fails to produce a second pair part as it actually starts to slowly accelerate into the intersection just as the mother start to cross. After this the group finds themselves at an impasse – unable to work out who will cross first after two failed attempts to produce a yield. It is at this point that the passenger apologizes for the car’s behaviour - “Sorry self-driving car.”

A related problem here in the car understanding the yield comes from the group nature of the family. The children are ‘with’ the adults, and so a gesture from them (and the protective positioning of the adults) can be taken to mean that all the group will wait for the car. Understanding who is yielding involves also seeing the people together as some sort of group (discussed as a ‘mobile formation’ in the literature [53]) - and seeing who is together involves considerable interpretation of who ‘goes’ together with whom [67].

This clip demonstrates how the self-driving car failed to produce either a go or yield, but the car does actually eventually get through the interaction, despite the confusion it leaves in its wake. Clearly the Waymo can drive, although it depends upon the flexibility of the pedestrians to adapt and manage to its ‘witnessless incompetence’. It also exhibits how the car fails to produce this basic unit of road social interaction - and how this can cause frustrations for other road users. The pedestrians need to resort to hand gestures to signal the car on, and passenger needs to offer an account to the pedestrians of the cars odd behaviour. While this interaction is safe, accidents often are the result of an accumulation of small mistakes. It is not difficult to imagine how another road user could misinterpret the Waymo’s actions, or how this kind of behavior could give rise to frustrations if self-driving cars of this sort were common on the road.

5.2 Successful yield vs programmed pattern

With this first clip introducing the concept of a yield, let us move on and look at a successful road interaction by the Waymo. In our second clip (figure 2), we join the Waymo car as it is driving along a multi-lane suburban road with the car driving in the right-most lane, past a number of entrances to local businesses. With a red traffic light ahead, the Waymo car slows with the traffic as the traffic starts to back up. However the Waymo does not stop just behind the car in front (as it would normally), but leaves a substantial gap between it and the car in front, just as there is an open junction on the right. This allows a car that is waiting at that exit to move out into traffic.

As the car stops just before the junction, the driver of the black car approaching the junction from the right is visibly looking at the Waymo car. After the Waymo car stops completely, the other driver looks forward and then drives their car out into the intersection. The car does not completely fit into the lane at first and so sits partially in the intersection, but when the traffic starts it completes its turn and the Waymo then moves narrowing the gap between it and the black car until they are both in traffic.

Unlike our first clip, this example does have the features of a successful yield. The Waymo car could have continued forward to take its place behind the front silver truck, blocking the movement of the black car into the junction. Yet the Waymo car actually slows and comes to a complete halt quite a bit before the junction (as can be seen more clearly by the LIDAR visualization that the Waymo provides inside the car).

Since cars in traffic do not usually leave large spaces between them and cars in front, stopping with such a gap acts to communicate to other road users that they are doing something specific - in this case, yielding to another car allowing it to come out into traffic. Here where the Waymo car stops is important in how it both physically leaves a space for the car to move out, but also how it can be seen as a deliberate action – clearly stopping before the junction, so that it has not just ‘accidentally’ left space for the car to come out, but is rather communicating that the Waymo car is yielding for the car at the junction to come out into traffic. As we described above in terms of the ‘paired action’ of yield/go, the Waymo here ‘yields’ and the black car then ‘goes’, with the yield implementing by stopping short.

One puzzle here is that while a successful yield interaction, without access to the Waymo’s code it is not clear if the Waymo has actually been designed to yield to other road users in this situation. Indeed, we have some suspicions that the Waymo could be stopping here just because it has been programmed to leave space if it stops where there is an exit at the side of the road. In other videos of the Waymo slowing in traffic we have noticed that if there is a junction at the point where it is slowing, the car will leave an extra space between it and the car in front, so that it leaves the junction free – even if there is no car present (figure 3). It may be that the Waymo simply always stops before exits, whether there is someone to yield to or not. Again, it is not hard to imagine cases where this could be consequential. For example, if the car in the intersection had decided not to turn into traffic and to instead move when traffic has started there could be a conflict with the Waymo car who would
5.3 Yielding for a pedestrian: "Got my foot over the break just in case"

We now move from the Waymo to look at our second self-driving car: the Tesla FSD system. As discussed above the Tesla FSD system is in ‘beta test’ status, with many thousands of drivers testing it on public roads. Unlike the Waymo, Tesla’s always have a driver present who can take control of the car at any time, and so FSD driving at this stage is better described as a driver assistance feature, although the eventual aim is for the system to be a form of unassisted self-driving. This setup means that our Tesla clips offer something of a three agent setup – with other road users, the FSD...
Figure 4: Tesla yields for a pedestrian. The pedestrian is visible from a second camera, which we have cropped and included at the right of each in-car frame. Video from Dirty Tesla’s YouTube channel, FSD Beta 10.4, 14th November 2021

software and also the driver themselves interacting with each other. While the Tesla software has been developing quickly (and the versions that we are looking at here are already out of date) at the time of writing it struggles with many common traffic situations, revealing again how challenging self-driving is.

In figure 4 a Tesla approaches a junction at around the same time as a pedestrian (just visible at the top right corner of the first picture). The Tesla is driving itself, using its ‘full self-driving’ beta features. As it approaches the junction, the pedestrian also approaches the junction. As the Tesla reaches the intersection, it slows and almost come to a full stop. The pedestrian then has come closer, but is not yet at the intersection. The driver gives a running commentary for his YouTube audience, saying “Okay, stopping here on chill.” The Tesla displays a message: “AutoPilot creeping forward: Checking for visibility.” Then the car starts to roll forward, and the steering wheel turns counter-clockwise. The pedestrian stops, with his body turned towards the Tesla, and the driver continues narrating: “But is this guy gonna wanna cross the street? I can’t tell, so it’s waiting.” The Tesla then stops completely, just before the crosswalk. The pedestrian lifts his right leg and starts to walk. The message on the internal display still reads: “AutoPilot creeping forward: Checking for Visibility”.

The pedestrian slowly walks towards the edge of the sidewalk, when the Tesla driver raises his right hand to the pedestrian. The pedestrian returns the gesture with his left hand as he increases his pace, now looking forward. The driver says: “I gave him a wave, so he knew” and the pedestrian crosses in front of the Tesla. The driver says: “I have my foot over the brake just in case.”

The crucial point in this clip is where the pedestrian approaches the junction just as the Tesla stops. As Haddington and Rauniomaa comment on a similar example: “the pedestrian halts for a moment beside the car. The pedestrian interprets the car’s stopping again as an offer of space: She begins to lean her body and move forward, and she also raises her hand to a wave in order to thank the driver and to mark the encounter as about to be closed.” [31] Stopping when one has potential access to a space in front of you acts as an offer – “you go first”.

In this case, the pedestrian interacts with the Tesla but also the driver. The Tesla starts creeping forward indicating it will be going ahead of the pedestrian, but then comes to a stop just in front of the crosswalk, thus interrupting the “going” action it had just initiated. The practical question for the pedestrian is whether the Tesla has just stopped to let vehicle-cross traffic pass, or whether it also intends to wait for him? The pedestrian’s tentative step towards the crosswalk can be seen as a request, and the subsequent wave by the driver a response that demonstrates that he will wait for the pedestrian. The driver’s comment to the video audience: “I gave him a wave, so he knew,” is a indication that for the participants themselves the precisely timed gestures establish a common understanding: the pedestrian can cross first. His additional comment that “I have my foot over the brake just in case” indicates, too, that he also realizes that the FSD software isn’t part of this interaction. If it would start to move he would have to immediately override to prevent it interfering with the just-established, mutually-agreed-upon yield. Although the driver does not actually have to interfere—the FSD software waits for the pedestrian—this could hardly be considered a pure instance of an interaction between a self-driving car...
and a pedestrian. Clearly the driver intervenes in negotiating the travel order, and not just the software.

This clip exhibits a similar ambiguity as the previous two: when the Tesla stops - does it actually yield, or is it just stopping for other traffic? It is common for Tesla FSD to stop for pedestrians even if, as in this example, pedestrians are ‘yielding’ to the car. In this case the car first appears to be going, only to then stop. No matter what the software is doing, the driver engages in an interaction with another road user, and monitors not just the cars behavior, but also how the pedestrian responds to the car’s behavior, and their own gestures to each other. As with out first clip there is a clear sense of responsibility towards other road users. Note however that in the first clip the apology did not resolve the impasse, whereas in this case the driver makes certain the car will let the pedestrian go.

5.4 The California Stop: Making a mess of a four way

Four-way stops are a common traffic arrangement in North America, where a crossroads is controlled not by traffic lights or a roundabout, but by requiring all vehicles to stop and yield. Four-way stops are challenging for self-driving cars because while they do have a fixed set of traffic rules, they also have local expectations and active negotiation between road users. While road users are usually required to come to a full stop at the junction, drivers will often slow down and ‘roll’ though the intersection rather than coming to a full stop - colloquially known as a ‘California Stop’ [20]. Tesla themselves faced a design challenge in that to improve the cars performance at four-way intersections they implemented a ‘California stop’, but had to then remove this after some controversy and intervention by the US road safety authority [3]. Yet, as we will see in the next extract, passing through an intersection is not just about stopping, it is also about going at the right time.

In figure 5 the Tesla FSD struggles somewhat to get through a four way stop in San Francisco. As the clip starts the Tesla is driving up a hill and as it reaches the stop sign, with one white car already passing through the interaction, and a second white car on the right briefly waiting at the entrance to the junction. At this point either the Tesla or the white car could potentially cross over the intersection. While the white car has priority ("give way to the right"), the Tesla arrived at the junction just prior to the white car. Although drivers often give way to the first car to reach the junction, if a car is hesitant in crossing the junction this can be seen as ‘yielding’ by other drivers, and in response, they may enter the intersection first. This happens multiple times in this clip.

The Tesla drives at 1 mph for a short time and then stops at the stop sign, giving the white car the chance to roll through the intersection in front of the Tesla. The white car then does not stop but rolls through the junction slowly (a ‘California stop’).

A second blue car driving just behind the white car then comes up the junction. The Tesla does not move. Because the Tesla fails to ‘take its turn’ – it does start to move, but only slowly - the blue car from the right speeds up and drives across the intersection. A third car from the left (another white car) is also stopped waiting to enter the junction. As the blue car leaves the junction, this white car (car three) starts to cross from the left, blocking the Tesla’s way. A fourth car (a black car) from the right approaches junction and slows. As the white car leaves the junction, the junction is clear but the Tesla does not move and so the black car enters and crosses the junction. So far there have been four cars that have taken their turn before the Tesla.

Finally, the Tesla starts to move and enter the junction - but another blue car on the right enters the intersection and crosses the intersection, causing the Tesla to halt. The driver can be seen also looking out the window at the Tesla as they drive through. As the blue car leaves on the left, the Tesla tries to move again, but it again stops as a white car on the left starts to enter the intersection. This white car stops when it see that the Tesla is entering the junction, but the Tesla also stops. After this second pause the Tesla starts to move again, and finally the Tesla moves across the interaction and crosses over to the other side. While the Tesla does eventually manage to get its way across the intersection, it only does this by missing its ‘turn’ on the junction four times, and moving and then braking three times. It only manages to go across in the end by moving while another driver is actually in the intersection.

In our first clip we discussed the importance of paired ‘yield/go’ actions – and that confusion is produced when the pair is not produced. Clearly we can see here that the Tesla never really manages to produce an adequate yield or go action, and it is only through a sort of ‘brute force’ that it actually gets through the intersection. The challenge for the Tesla in getting through this intersection is that it can neither adequately produce ‘first pair parts’ (where it yields for another car), nor can it adequately produce a ‘second pair part’, where it manages to go when another car offers and yields for it. To do these actions you must wait and go (a yield) or go and continue to drive (go). But the Tesla repeatedly goes, stops, then tries to go again and stops again, leaving the other road users unsure of what the Tesla is doing.

Conversation analytic work, on which we draw for this paper [69, 70], has explored at length the sequential nature of human interaction. For many human acts (such as turns in conversation) conversation analysis has specified how the order in which things happens matters – responses come after invitations, answers come after questions and so on. This basic observation, although it can seem to border on the trivial, actually unlocks our understanding of a whole host of different activities – a way of understanding how joint social action is mundanely, routinely produced. But as recent work by Mondada [60, 61] and others [16] has shown, the assumption of a strict sequentiality is something of a simplification. Since interaction happens in real time pre-actions often take place before the main action, that is to say pre-emptive actions that project what an other partner will do before they actually do it. There are ways in which interactants ‘jump the gun’. Indeed, rather than seeing interaction as sequential it may be better to see it as a continual unfolding of reflexive adjustment between partners, with sequentiality arising from these reactions. As Mondada puts it:

“Contrary to the rather linear successivity of […] turns at talk, where the next turn follows the previous one, here we observe an early responsive action of the recipient. It also reveals that temporal relations between a first action and a second action in response
can be much tighter and complex. responsive next ac-
tions emerge as the first one is still unfolding, moment 
by moment, and reflexively adjusting to it.\textsuperscript{[61]} 

What this means, for situations such as this intersection, is that 
drivers' actions are not discretely bound together in terms of a 
yield/go but are rather continually unfolding. Road users project the 
future actions of other road users - not just what they are doing now 
but what they will do next. This introduces an important temporal 
character to road actions. The inability of the Tesla to produce 
joint action is not just because it cannot produce a second pair part 
(or a first) – which is bad enough on its own - but also because 
it cannot successfully monitor others behaviour and reflexively 
adjust its own to produce an action at the right time. We can see 
when we look at how drivers go through the intersection that they 
adjust their speed in concert with the Tesla’s motions to try and 
get themselves through the intersection while still being able to 
yield in case the Tesla decides to go at the right time and with the 
right acceleration.

One point in the above interaction is revealing of this inability 
to reflexively adjust driving behavior. In figure 5 above, frame 5, 
the way is blocked for the Tesla by a black car turning left. While 
the Tesla has ‘rights’ to go next (since it has been waiting at the 
intersection), a blue car appears on the right and slows down, wait-
ing for a responsive acceleration by the Tesla into the intersection. 
But intersections ‘flow’ - and if a space is not taken, then another 
car will drive. The blue car slows as it approaches the intersection,
and incompetent driving that would likely cause many problems on the roads if repeated at scale.

6 DISCUSSION

"we focus specifically on yielding [...] We show that road users communicate and negotiate their spatial copresence and mobile trajectories by designing their mobile actions so that they are recognizable to other road users as doing yielding." [31]

In our data analysis above we have focused on a relatively straightforward element of road interaction - yielding for other road users. The introduction of self-driving cars transforms this into a human computer interaction issue – how can self-driving cars interact successfully with other road users. Traffic has become in a sense a new ‘genera’ of human machine interaction - one where there are very longstanding conventions, expectations, and human interactions. While the cars we have studied do manage, mostly, to drive and pass through traffic safely, they leave a trail of confusion amongst other road users, and we must wonder how safe this really is. Confusion about intent, particularly when driving at speed, could easily cascade into collisions or other problems on the road (such as holding up traffic).

In discussion we address three issues which emerge from our data analysis. We start by addressing the broad question of what joint social action is in a situation of joint movement and attention like traffic. We return to some of the fundamental questions posted in Suchman’s Plans and Situated Action over thirty years ago - can asocial technologies interact and take a place in a world of joint social action? This has relevance not just for self-driving cars, but also for other computer-controlled moving agents of different sorts.

Second, we discuss how HCI should approach the design problem of this new form of human machine interaction- and how HCI can have a role in such a fast moving area, particularly where access to the actual systems is relatively constrained. Lastly, we reflect upon the nature of our data, and the ways in which users are being integrated into testing these systems (both willingly and unwillingly) and what this says about the role of researchers.

6.1 Intersubjectivity and the Schegloff/Suchman problem

"The procedural basis for locating and dealing with breakdowns in intersubjectivity is woven into the very warp and weft of ordinary conversation and, by implication, possibly of any organized conduct." [68]

Across our four extracts a key practical problem for those involved was recognising what the self-driving car was doing, and following those actions with appropriate next actions. This is a very practical matter - I need to know what you are doing so I can cross the road in-front of you. But it is also a core building block for joint social action, where what one agent does is coupled to the actions of another. While Intersubjectivity is often treated as some sort of rather mysterious feature of human life, Schegloff instead argued (building on Garfinkel and Schutz) that our seen-in-common social world is actually held together by many mundane conversational mechanisms [69]. Intersubjectivity depends on shared practices by which we display how we understand each others’ actions, by means of our own next action. A question is followed by an answer, and by producing an answer we demonstrate that the previous action was understood to be a question. Intersubjectivity rests upon a world where we more or less for all practical purposes understand each other, even in the most fleeting of encounters [43].

And so for our drivers, driving together is not just safely moving through space, it is also producing a joint inter-subjective social world - traffic. Understanding each other, and displaying that understanding by going when the other yields, is an elementary but also fundamental form of social action. It is into this world that self-driving cars are introduced, with only the most rudimentary ability to produce this social action, or none at-all. In her book ‘Plans and situated action” Suchman [71] raised the important question of whether joint action can ever be produced between humans and computers, when those computers have little or no understanding of our joint social world. This point is both conceptual and practical - to what extent can mutually understandable joint action be produced between humans and moving robots – be they self-driving cars, or more complex systems. Schegloff pioneered our understanding of many of the basics of sequential interaction, including how repair is an invaluable part of conversational interaction. We can fail to understand or coordinate with each other, but we can also repair those troubles - with a gesture or a comment - ‘sorry self-driving car’ - or a gesture to a waiting pedestrian. For Schegloff repair was a fundamental ‘last defence’ for maintaining intersubjectivity in our joint action. If we are not understanding each other, repair in subsequent turns in talk can be used to fix and realign speakers and their joint actions. This makes our joint interactions remarkably robust despite frequent mishearing, misunderstandings and so on.

Repair is built into much of human interaction and quite fundamental in that - in spoken interaction there are a rich set of ways in which we can repair troubles in speaking, hearing or understanding what is said [47]. While on the road our options are not quite so broad, we can certainly ‘deal with’ incompetent driving and the trouble this produces. As our clips above show, we can resort to hand gestures, spoken comments and so on. Even if an autonomous car cannot respond to such actions (as the case of the Waymo car that has no driver), other road users can just ‘wait the car out’; drive around; or jump ahead of its turn. As our videos show, other road users – other participants in traffic – have resources they can use to deal with problematic drivers. On the road alone there are cases of distracted driving, incompetent driving, learner drivers, mechanical faults, intoxicated drivers, inexperienced drivers and so on. On the road we have a fairly reliable (although not perfect) set of methods for dealing with this incompetent driving – we stop, drive around, report to the police, and so on. In these ways, human road users can manage trouble generated by others’ inappropriate driving behavior.

And in our extracts it falls to the humans to fix problematic situations by resorting to gazes, staring, apologies or hand gestures. In our first and third video clips, those involved intervene to repair the interactional trouble. In both the second and fourth clips other drivers explicitly look at the self-driving car to try to see if there is any indication of what the car is going to do next. This is an attempt to see what is going on, to resolve ambiguity through the search for a gesture or other signal. We are left then to wonder, if self-driving cars cannot resort to these measures to repair their actions, what
chances are there for holding onto joint social action on the road? While self-driving cars could likely adopt machine learning models to emulate and produce a veneer of social-like action, they do not have sufficient complexity to actually engage in social behaviour (such as through repair). Without being able to repair actions and misunderstandings they will remain a-social actors on the road. Moreover, as a-social actors their lack of understanding on the road will put a burden on others to both recognize these a-social cars, and to work and plan around them. This burden will fall onto other road users - pedestrians, cyclists and drivers without self-driving cars.

6.2 Traffic as a genre of human/machine interaction

We acknowledge that the systems we are studying here are all under rapid development, with many developers attempting to address problems with the cars’ behaviour. It may well be that the next version of the Tesla software or Waymo system, may fix and address the issues that we have outlined here. As with the debates over general machine intelligence and the rapid development of machine learning systems trained on large datasets, it is hard to argue with the ability of a future system. As we mentioned above, our paper is not an evaluation of these systems forever into the future, or even a evaluation of their current state of development. Nor are we attempting to identify bugs or simple behavioural issues that can be repaired. Rather our aim is to outline more fundamental points about this new type of human/machine interaction, in particular with respect to a self-driving car’s ability to socially interact with other road users, but also to point a direction for future contributions from HCI.

We have attempted here to document the movements of cars and other road users and how such actions communicate current actions and project their next actions to other road users. Traffic is the joint production of drivers (and other road users) collaborating through an awareness of others’ movements, as well as how ones’ own movement appears to others. With the arrival of self-driving cars this introduces a host of design challenges and potential problems. This changing nature of public space connects with our long standing interest in how complex co-operative situations are affected by new technological interventions, often when those technical systems have been designed without an understanding of a normative organised social world that is then being disturbed. If we accept social interaction as a part of successful driving practice, we then have to consider how and whether autonomous vehicles can adequately manage and deal with social situations, and to what extent self-driving cars not being able to understand social interaction. This is not only a technical question but a broader regulatory one.

We believe that the approach to data collection and analysis taken in this paper can be used as an example for how to analyse and understand human/machine co-present interaction more broadly. It can also provide clear technical design challenges: for example: to what extent can autonomous social motion be designed - and in what shape and form might it be understood (or misunderstood) in interaction? This generates a need for documenting and understand the emergent new forms of social interaction, in our case interactions on the road, but it can also be used to study the fleeting interactions between humans and moving agents, such as human robot interaction. As such we are hopeful that our analysis can open the possibility of exploring and designing for this ‘fleeting [...] interactional space’ [58]. Specifically we are interested in how the sequential and temporal nature of interaction that could be part of how a system reasons about its motion. For a robot to potentially make offers (such as ‘you go first’), it need reason and process to some extent the social aspects of bodily interaction.

6.3 Testing

Our last point in the discussion concerns the role that testing is playing in the design of self-driving cars. Testing is an important part of any development process, but self-driving cars complicate this hugely in that testing is also an integral part of development itself. Testing provides the data that is needed for training the system, and the newly improved systems are then released and used to collect even more data. Added to this development/testing loop, in the cases we have looked at here, public videos have made testing itself a public matter; some self-driving car videos have millions of views. Public beta tests are hardly new - but is seems unusual for a CEO to direct his developers to address the problem of one specific YouTube-posting user. In this way YouTube video content ends up guiding the testing, guiding the data that is collected and ultimately the system that is produced.

One problem with this sort of ‘testing in public’ is that the types and form of testing are dictated at least to some extent by the desires of the audience and creators, rather than strictly the development of the system. Indeed, the testers who post their videos on YouTube spend much of their videos apologising for the system, and perhaps even explaining away the problems that arise. And while these videos do involve impressive setups and interesting video content, they are clearly something of a supplement rather than a replacement for more directed testing. It is not clear to us, for example, that being able to do a multi-lane left turn (“Chuck’s corner”) is the most urgent open issue for the Tesla FSD system. We might also question who participates in the testing - should technology enthusiasts literally drive technology development, and what does this mean for other road users? Cyclists and pedestrians may be just as affected by self-driving cars, but will have no direct say in what is prioritised, tested and implemented. There is also the related burden that these systems put on other road users during their testing. While the drivers and passengers have consented to being part of a tests, other road users have not. There is clearly some responsibility on system developers to not overly burden or even potentially harm other road users. While meeting these systems being tested might be just a small nuisance, perhaps the more important issue is whether such testing is actually safe, and the possibility of serious accidents is certainly something that ought to be balanced against the benefits of generating training material for future software updates.

7 CONCLUSION

The title of this paper references one of the classic fundamental theorems of computability - whether a computer can work out if its own program is faulty, and halting if it is. As our data shows, stopping for a self-driving car is not just the outcome of some
computation, but also potentially a social action. In our data we explored if software-driven cars can competently stop in traffic, and how doing so relies upon responding to the actions of other drivers. This joint action is quite different from the imaginary space of computability, and we explored to what extent social joint action can arise from the interactions of drivers with self-driving cars. To build self-driving cars that can integrate in traffic, we are convinced more than ever that understanding traffic has a fundamental role to play in debates and design of self-driving vehicles. As we argue here, the challenge then is not one of computability but of understanding social interaction.
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